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ABOUT US 

All-Dai wants to build a partnership with you to help enhance your
representative program, and also help your young athletes achieve their
collegiate aspirations. 

All-Dai Sports Performance is focused on delivering ELITE REP LEVEL
training to basketball players, run by NBL1 Player Lucas Barker, and
other experienced coaches.  

At All-Dai we train selected representative, college and professional
basketball players. Training sessions have been specifically designed
for the development of elite juniors that incorporates the use of fitness
and skill development. 

We utilise best practice to enhance all elements of the players’ game.
Lucas has played and coached at the highest level, ensuring we
understand the game from both a coach and a player’s perspective.



 Lucas Barker 

Lucas attended 4 years as a Collegiate Athlete, has been a State and
Australian Representative and currently a member of Frankston
Blues NBL1 Team.

Lucas has been coaching players aged 6 upwards for over 10 years.
Through his experience and knowledge, he provides a
comprehensive level of mentoring that is rare in the sport. 

His high-level experience in each facet of the game means that
those players he coaches are very well rounded, complete players.

Lucas’s experience has helped form his coaching approach. Each
basketball player is seen as an athlete first. 

Through this approach, players will grasp and perform more
advanced skills. The underpinning focus of all our sessions is in
developing the complete athlete.
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LEAD COACH AND CO-DIRECTOR OF ALL-DAI 



 
 

 

TRAINING SESSIONS 
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Our sessions are designed to be dynamic and progressive. They are
tailored to the participants age and ability and provide for maximum
development and engagement. 

A key element of our programs is that they are self-paced. Every individual
works to their comfortable limit along-side others who may be training
towards different goals and outcomes. 

Each of our training sessions cater for those who are striving to develop to
their full potential and progress through the pathway while also providing
for those who just love the game and wish to immerse themselves in
everything basketball. 

We are very proud that our sessions enable us to help those who have
picked up a ball for the first time right through to State and National level
players. 

All sessions incorporate both skills and basketball related fitness. The
skills components are structured around teaching fundamentals using
easy-to-grasp and enjoyable methods. 

In time, participants are progressed through to more advanced skills,
strategies and tactics. The fitness aspects of our programs are formed
around building a strong foundation. Once participants grasp various
movement patterns and show competency in the fundamentals, we start to
incorporate more focus on performance enhancement. 

We pride ourselves on delivering sessions that are at the forefront of our
field. We continually engage in professional development.
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ALL-DAI OFFERS 

Continuous individual development  
Experienced and player driven coaching
Individual confidence building
Continuous strength and conditioning improvement
Maximising all aspects of individual player development

All-Dai’s delivery of an Elite Rep development training is made
accessible to any playing member of all associations. The training
is to be open to those aged U12 to U21. 

The purpose of the training sessions is to provide players with the
opportunity to gain an extra hour of coaching each week. 

The sessions will be focussed on helping players reach their full
potential in a friendly, competitive environment. 

Features Skills-



 

Accountability

We take ownership for the

quality of our work and what

we deliver as a team Our

focus is on a successful out

for all.

All-Dai’s key pillar values are Quality, Accountability and
Equality. We strive to deliver on our values each and every
session for each and every participant.

 

Quality

 We provide outstanding

products and

unsurpassed service, that

together, deliver premium

value to our customers

and wider community.

 

Equality

We respect and value

people of all backgrounds.

Together, we create a more

equal workplace and world.
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VALUES 



Email: office@all-dai.com.au
Phone: 0409 508 841

all-dai.com.au
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CONTACT DETAILS

All-Dai Sports Performance

AllDaiSP

AllDaiSP

All-Dai Sports Performance

Follower us on social media to get all the latest details
SOCAIL MEDIA 

WEBSITE 


